DEI TEAM MEETING AGENDA
Monday, March 1, 2021 from 5:30 – 7:00 p.m.
Virtual via Zoom

The public may Register to listen to the meeting
(5 pm early access to Zoom meeting for local tech checks)

CCWC Chair: Jayne Cravens
DEI Team Lead: ___________________
DEI Team Alternate: ______________

5:30 – 5:40 Welcome & Introductions  Nielsen/All

5:40 – 6:40 Diversity, Equity & Inclusion (DEI) Team - wrap up of planning  Nielsen/Team Lead/All
- Team structure – appoint a Team Lead and Alternate
- Review of Glossary Terms
- Defining what it means to apply an equity lens
- Outlining core goals which will guide our work
  - Elevate diverse perspectives
  - Foster an inclusive environment
  - Embrace an equity centered approach
- Outlining process to apply equity lens to review of 2022
- CCWC grant guidelines

6:40 – 6:50 Select next DEI Team meeting date/time  Team Lead/All
- Identify any homework prior to next meeting
- Identify Agenda topics
- Select date/time of virtual meeting

6:50 – 7:00 Wrap Up & Adjourn  Team Lead

CCWC DEI Team: Jayne Cravens, Andrea Tichy, Teresa Payne, Andrea Lara and Anthony Mills

DEI Team Focus: Apply an equity lens review to the 2022 CCWC Grant Guidelines

DEI Glossary of Terms: Racial Equity Resource Guide Glossary

Impact of our Cultural Lens: Confronting Bias – Thriving across our Differences: review a discussion of the impact of our cultural lens on our daily relations and how to counter bias in our words and actions.

Current CCWC Grant Guidelines: 2021 CCWC grant guidelines in English and Grant Guidelines in Spanish.